How to capture un documented aliens.

No, you can't beam them up. But you can scan them in. Store them. Retrieve them. Copy them. Fax them. E-mail them. Route them. And distribute them anywhere throughout the enterprise. From anywhere in the enterprise.

From the 6 ppm desktop ScanPartner Jr. to the lightning-fast 55 ppm/100 ipm M3099A duplex model, Fujitsu's wide range of reliable, high-speed scanners enable you to scan vital documents into your system quickly, with enhanced clarity. Improving your company's productivity. Providing you with greater access to information. And offering you total document management capability.

You can scan in images as small as a business card. Or as large as an 11 x 17" form. And with our optional ET* image enhancement technology, you can scan and retrieve even the most difficult, hard-to-read documents, with results often better than the originals.

All good reasons why Fujitsu has become the best-selling brand of document imaging scanners in the world. And why they're supported by over 200 of the most popular document imaging software packages.

Equally important, Fujitsu scanners are backed by a one-year on-site warranty and the resources of the world's second largest computer company.

So if you're looking for the best way to capture and manage documents, alien or otherwise, phone now and ask for a demonstration.

We think you'll find the results are really out of this world.

1-800-898-1364

*ET: Enhanced Technology
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The "great sign" described in the very first verse of Chapter 12 of the Book of Revelation, which we are about to read, is one of the most astounding among those that arise before the seer's eyes. St. Bernard comments on it as follows in a sermon on the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary: "The woman (crowned with stars) standing between the sun and the moon is Mary, in her position between Christ and the Church." Admittedly, this is a later adaptation of a passage that owes much to the tradition stemming from the Old Testament; the New Testament carried it on and brought it to perfect completion.

The woman is to give birth in the 12th month of the seer of Patmos' reign, which gives to the image of the ideal Zion of the Jews, which is foreign to Scripture, an appeal to the prophecy of Isaiah 66:7: "nor should anyone that tradition has Savior's Mother's timeless and rescue from salvation. Does entire mystery's salvation, both in its true and glory, emerge as a timeless outline in prophetic text.

Just as pain of childbirth, so also is a preliminary Resurrection. The foot of the Crowned Virgin Mary person "daughter of life" lives his pain of birth in her hands. As a result, salvation is not the mystery of Bethesda, comes to mind.

There is a relationship evoked by the interpretation as prepares the vision. Twelfth Chapter:

PICTURE: "The Woman" whose child is being saved from the ravenous beast. She is adorned with the solar-rays of the Phrygian god Attis and the lunar crescent of Phoebus-Artemis. Miniature in the "Apocalypse of Cambrai," thirteenth century; Museum of Cambrai, France. (Photo - Giraudon)